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Crushing Low Stakes Poker: How To
Make $1,000s Playing Low Stakes Sit
'n Gos, Volume 1: Strategy

The Crushing Low Stakes Poker series is for anyone who is: Interested in making a nice side
income playing poker New to poker or a beginning/intermediate player Looking for solid strategy
advice to consistently crush low stakes Sit 'n Gos Learn How to Crush Low Stakes Games Most
poker books and training videos on tournaments and Sit 'n Gos are by professional poker players
who play at the highest stakes. Whereas you can learn a lot from studying them, they won't always
be as useful to you when you're playing at the low stakes. Playing low stakes games against
beginning and recreational players requires a whole different strategy and approach than playing
high stakes games against the best of the best. The Crushing Low Stakes Poker series is focused
specifically on low stakes play and teaches you the proper strategy to consistently crush low stakes
Sit 'n Gos. Volume 1: Strategy Volume One covers all the essential things you need to know in
order to become a successful low stakes Sit 'n Go player, including: Critical poker concepts such as
bankroll management, table selection, expressed and implied odds, and ICM Important elements of
pre-flop and post-flop play such as playing tight-cautious, playing speculative hands, value betting,
and fast-playing. How to play optimally during all the different stages of a low stakes SNG: low
blinds, medium blinds, high blinds, push/fold, bubble and heads-up, and An overview of the best
and most popular poker tools and sites that can help analyze and improve your game as well as get
an edge over your opponents Through discussion of strategy and extensive hand examples, you will
learn to master low stakes Sit 'n Gos. Whether you're struggling with your game or simply looking to
improve results, Crushing Low Stakes Poker, Volume 1 provides you with the tools you need for
success.
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This is not really a book about "crushing" low stakes poker, a more accurate title would be
"harvesting the low-hanging fruit" in low stakes poker. This is not a criticism, the author needs a
more dramatic title to sell books. But he makes his attitude clear. Early on, he advises readers to
only select games with fish, and to unparticipate if good players join later. A player who can crush
the game should at least hold his own versus good players, and would want to defend his hunting
grounds when he finds a good game. But it's safer to go away and look for easier pickings. The
book repeatedly advises folding hands with positive expectations, or checking when you are ahead,
because you'll have better opportunities to make money later. He tells you how to exploit what the
other players are doing, not how to bend them to your will.If you want to make consistent money at
low stakes Sit 'n Gos (buy ins around $10), this book tells you how to do it. It's clear and
authoritative, and the author is experienced. It goes into detail about software to use, bankroll
management and other essential elements. It really is all you need (some of the elementary
information is in appendices). It's short and easy to understand, even for a beginner.Nevertheless, I
don't recommend this book if your goal is to make a few dollars per hour in on-line poker. A minor
reason is game availability and edge potential in low stakes Sit 'n Gos has declined quite a bit since
this book was written. The major reason is the book is too good for such an easy goal. It doesn't just
tell you how to beat low stakes games, it teaches you why things work. This is extra work you don't
need if you're never venturing out of low stakes.
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